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*Source: Deposit Insurance Around the Globe: Where Does It Work?, A. Demirgüç-Kunt and E. J. Kane (Boston College); IADI 2014.
Extract from presentation, J. Pruski, FSI-IADI Seminar on Bank Resolution, Crisis Management and Deposit Insurance Issues ,2014.
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The Financial Stability Board (FSB) Key Attributes for an Effective
Resolution Regime, 2014:
“The objective of an effective resolution regime is to make feasible the
resolution of financial institutions without severe systemic
disruption and without exposing taxpayers to loss, while protecting
vital economic functions, through mechanisms which make it
possible for shareholders and unsecured and uninsured creditors to
absorb losses in a manner that respects the hierarchy of claims in

liquidation.”
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FSB Key Attributes set out twelve essential features that should
be part of the resolution regime of all Jurisdictions.
•Scope
•Resolution Authority
•Resolution Powers
•Setoff, netting, collateralisation,
segregation of client assets
•Safeguards
•Funding of Firms in Resolution
•Legal Framework Conditions for
Cross-Border Cooperation

•Crisis Management Groups (CMGs)
•Institution-Specific Cross-Border
Cooperation Agreements
• Resolvability Assessments
• Recovery and Resolution Planning
• Access to Information and
Information Sharing
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FSB Key Attributes
Scope
 The resolution regime should apply to systemically important financial
institutions, their holding companies and non-regulated entities within
the group to which the financial institution belongs
Resolution Authority
 Jurisdictions should have a designated administrative authority or
authorities responsible for exercising resolution powers
 Roles and responsibilities of the respective authorities are to be clearly
defined, preferably in laws or agreements, and coordinated
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FSB Key Attributes
Resolution Powers
 Resolution is to be initiated when a firm is no longer viable or likely to
be no longer viable
 Resolution authorities should have a broad range of powers including
the power to:
i.
ii.

iii.

iv.
v.

remove and replace senior management and directors;
appoint an administrator to take control of and manage the firm;
transfer assets and liabilities to facilitate purchase and assumption by a
viable institution(s);
establish bridge banks; and
conduct bail-ins within the resolution.

 The pay out and liquidation resolution option should only be applied

after all other resolution options have been unsuccessful.
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FSB Key Attributes
Set-off, Netting, Collateralization, Segregation of Client’s Assets
 The legal framework governing set-off rights, contractual netting and

collateralization agreements and the segregation of client assets should be
transparent and enforceable during a crisis or resolution of firms, and
should not hamper the effective implementation of resolution measures.

Safeguards
 Execution of resolution powers should respect the hierarchy of claims and

allow for departure from the principle of equal treatment of creditors of the
same class. Creditors should not be any worse off than in liquidation.
 The legislation establishing the regime should not allow judicial action
which can constrain or reverse measures taken by the resolution authorities.
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FSB Key Attributes
Funding of Firms in Liquidation
 Jurisdictions should have statutory or other policies in place so that
authorities are not constrained to rely on public ownership or bail-outs
to resolve firms.
 There should be a privately-financed deposit insurance or resolution
funding mechanism with powers to recover from the industry the costs
of financing to facilitate a resolution.
Legal Framework Condition for Cross-border Cooperation
 The resolution authority’s statutory mandate should provide and
encourage the achievement of a cooperative solution with foreign
resolution authorities.
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FSB Key Attributes

Crisis Management Groups (CMG’s)
 Home and key host authorities of all Global Systemically Important
Financial Institutions (G-SIFIs) should maintain CMG’s with the
objective of enhancing preparedness for facilitating the management
and resolution of a cross border financial crisis affecting the firm.
 CMG’s should include supervisory authorities, central banks, resolution
authorities, finance ministries and public authorities responsible for
guarantee schemes to protect financial consumers.
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FSB Key Attributes

Institution-specific Cross Border Cooperation Agreements
 For institutions operating across borders, there should be home and

relevant host country cooperation agreements which:
i.

ii.
iii.

establish the objectives, processes for cooperation and information sharing
having regard to national laws;
define the roles and responsibilities of the authorities; and
set out the process for coordination in the development of resolution and
recovery plans for all relevant financial firms

Resolvability Assessments
 Resolution authorities should regularly undertake, at least for G-

SIFIs, resolvability assessments to evaluate the feasibility of resolution
strategies and the impact of the firm’s failure on the financial system
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FSB Key Attributes
Recovery and Resolution Planning
 Jurisdictions should put in place an ongoing process for recovery and
resolution planning, covering at minimum systemically significant
institutions
Access to Information and Information Sharing
 Jurisdictions should ensure that no legal, regulatory or policy
impediments exist that hinder the appropriate exchange of information
between supervisory authorities, finance ministries and the authorities
responsible for guarantee schemes
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 Basel Committee on Banking Supervision (BCBS) Core Principles for

Effective Banking Supervision, 2012:
“The supervisor has a clear framework or process for handling
banks in times of stress, such that any decisions to require or
undertake recovery or resolution actions are made in a timely
manner.” [Principle 8 Essential Criteria 7]
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The IADI Core Principles for an Effective Deposit Insurance Systems, 2014:
“Resolution” refers to the disposition plan and process for a non-viable bank.
Resolution may include: liquidation and depositor reimbursement, transfer
and/or sale of assets and liabilities, the establishment of a temporary bridge
institution and the write down of debt or conversion to equity. Resolution
may also include the application of procedures under insolvency law to
parts of an entity in resolution, in conjunction with the exercise of resolution
powers.”
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 Experiences from different banking crises reinforce the importance of

an effective resolution regime
 Jamaica’s financial crisis - 1990s; Northern Rock - 2007; and CLICO

Investment Bank - 2009
 Some underlying reasons for the bank failures included:
 Specific

roles and responsibilities of the resolution authorities were
not clearly defined and coordinated
 Inadequate resolution tools and insolvency procedures specific to
banks
 Failure of relevant authorities to intervene/ resolve a non-viable bank
in a timely manner
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 Some underlying reasons for the bank failures included:

Insufficient provisions for cooperation, information exchange and
coordination domestically and with relevant foreign resolution
authorities before and during a resolution
 Lack of Crisis Management Groups to facilitate the management and
resolution of cross border bank crisis
 Inadequate regulation and supervision on the part of bank regulators
and supervisors


 Based on lessons

learnt from past bank crises, Jurisdictions have
undertaken legislative reforms to strengthen their financial
system, introducing special resolution regimes for banks Australia, Bermuda, Japan, Korea, Singapore, the United Kingdom and
the United States
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RESOLUTION TOOLS AND OPTIONS
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*Source: Extract from presentation, J. Pruski, FSI-IADI Seminar on Bank Resolution, Crisis Management and Deposit Insurance Issues ,2014.
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IADI Core Principles for Effective Deposit Insurance Systems, 2014

Pay-box

• The deposit insurer is only responsible for the
reimbursement of insured deposits

Pay-box Plus

• The deposit insurer has additional responsibilities
such as certain resolution functions (e.g. financial
support)

Loss-Minimizer

• The deposit insurer actively engages in a selection
from a range of least-cost resolution strategies

Risk- Minimizer

• The deposit insurer has comprehensive risk
minimization functions that include risk
assessment, early intervention and resolution
powers.
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Resolution tools substitute classic pay-out

FSB

Resolution powers should include power to effect the
closure and orderly wind-down (liquidation) of the
whole or part of a failing firm with timely payout or
transfer of insured deposits

IADI

An effective failure resolution regime should enable the deposit insurer to
provide for the protection of depositors: reimburse depositors’ insured
funds promptly and contribute to financial stability

*Source: Extract from presentation, J. Pruski, FSI-IADI Seminar on Bank Resolution, Crisis Management and Deposit Insurance Issues ,2014.
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Resolution tools substitute classic pay-out

Classic reimbursement of insured deposits predominantly in these
cases:
• resolution not possible (e.g. lack of potential acquirers),
• an option for non-systemic banks which do not provide any
critical functions and do not threaten financial stability if failed

Involvement of DIA in financing resolution if provides prompt access to
funds for insured depositors.
*Source: Extract from presentation, J. Pruski, FSI-IADI Seminar on Bank Resolution, Crisis Management and Deposit Insurance Issues ,2014.
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DIA Role in Resolution- IADI Members
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*Source: The Role of the DI in Bank Resolution, Jerzy Pruski, FSI-IADI Seminar on Bank Resolution, Crisis Management and Deposit Insurance Issues ,2014.
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Intervention & Resolution Framework
for
Banks in Jamaica

THE FINANCIAL SYSTEM SAFETY NET

MINISTRY OF FINANCE AND PLANNING

Jamaica Deposit
Insurance
Corporation (JDIC)
[Depositor Protection]

Bank of Jamaica
(BOJ)
[Financial Stability,
Macro-prudential
Supervision]

Financial Services
Commission (FSC)
[Regulation Nondeposit Taking Sector]

The Jamaica Stock
Exchange(JSE)
[Equities Market]

The Financial Regulatory Council/
Committee (FRC)
[Information Sharing]
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Banking
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RESOLUTION AUTHORITIES
Minister of Finance BSA (Advisory
Committee)
Resolution Authority

BOJ -BSA
Supervisor/Supervisory
Committee
Authority for Triggering the
Intervention & Resolution
Process

JDIC - DIA
Depositor Insurer
with Loss Minimizer
Powers
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Bank appears likely to be
unable to meet its
obligations.
Supervisory Committee
subject to the approval of the
Minister of Finance may:
- assume temporary
management;
- apply to the court for
reconstruction or winding
up;
- revoke the licence
Section 112 of the BSA

Supervisory
Committee
determines bank has ceased to
be viable; viability cannot be
restored; it is in the best interest
of depositors that there be a
reconstruction or disposition of
the bank’s assets.
Supervisor notifies the bank;
bank may make representation
within 10 days; subsequent to
which
the
Supervisory
Committee may invoke its
powers or recommend to the
Minister to exercise any of his
powers.
Section 113 of the BSA

Intervention & Resolution Framework for Banks
in Jamaica
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The Minister upon the
recommendation of
the
Supervisory
Committee
(BSA section 113); the
Advisory Committee and
the approval of the Cabinet
may vest the bank’s shares
and subordinated debt in
the Accountant- General.
Section 114 of the BSA

Minister may appoint a
person(s) to manage the
institution and assign to
such person rights and
privileges of directors and
officers of the bank
Section 115 of the BSA

Intervention & Resolution Framework for Banks in
Jamaica
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Vesting
order
made, Minister
has
the power to carry out
a series of transactions
:
Sale of all or
part of bank’s shares or
subordinated debt
Amalgamation
of bank with another
Sale or other
disposition of assets or
assumption
of
liabilities
Any
other
transactions
to
restructure the bank
Section 116 of the
BSA

The Minister may
apply to the Court
for a winding up
order or propose
an arrangement or
reconstruction
if
the
series
of
transactions as per
section 116 BSA are
not
substantially
completed
180
days
after
the
vesting order or
any
extension
period the Minister
may allow.
Section 117 of
the BSA

The Minister may
upon
the
recommendation of
the
Advisory
Committee
and
approval
of
the
Cabinet re-vest the
shares
and
subordinated debt
before any action is
taken by the Minster
if the Minister is
satisfied that the
matters causing the
action no longer
exist / applicable.
Section 121 of the
BSA
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JDIC may :
Act as receiver, liquidator or judicial manager of
any Bank or its Holding Company or Subsidiary which
becomes insolvent as recommended by the Minister and in
acting in such capacity arrange for the restructuring of a
bank; by merger with or acquisition by another.
Provide financial assistance in the form of loans or
guarantees with security to resolve a failed bank.
Section 5(2) of the DIA
Make payment out of the Fund to insured depositors/
liquidation.
Section 18(1) of the DIA
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OBJECTIVES OF ENHANCED RESOLUTION FRAMEWORK
Safeguard the stability of the Jamaica financial system and public confidence
 Protect depositors and other financial consumers
 Protect public funds
 Protect the Assets and Operation of a Bank’s Business
 Avoid Interference with Constitutional Property Rights
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CURRENT OBJECTIVES OF ENHANCED FRAMEWORK IN JAMAICA

 Support the GOJ Financial Sector Reforms under the IMF supported program
 To bring the Jamaica regime in line with international standards of best practices:
 FSB

Key Attributes for Effective Resolution Regimes, 2014
 BCBS Core Principles for Effective Banking Supervision, 2012
 IADI Core Principles for Effective Deposit Insurance Systems, 2014
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Explicit trigger
mechanisms for
banks entry into
resolution and
determination of
least cost
resolution strategy

Enhanced
Intervention &
Resolution
Framework for
Banks

Prescribed rules for
JDIC to act as
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or judicial manager

Separate
Insolvency
Procedures for
Banks
Recovery &
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Plans
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Evolution into Resolution & Trigger Point
Point of no
return
Resolution
Situation is
deteriorated
Situation is
deteriorating
Business
as usual

Prudential threshold
conditions for entry
into resolution

Rules for
determination of
least cost resolution
strategy

The resolution framework should include clearly defined qualitative and/or quantitative criteria
that are used to trigger timely intervention or corrective action – IADI Core Principle 13
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Legal and
operational
framework to
complement
Section 5(2) of the
DIA & Part XXII of
BSA - JDIC acting
as
receiver, liquidator
or judicial
manager.

Minister of Finance to recommend that
JDIC is appointed as receiver, liquidator
or judicial manager for non-viable banks

Role , general powers and duties of the
JDIC to execute series of transactions /
resolution strategies to restructure all or
part of a non-viable bank

JDIC as designated resolution agent
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•

Recovery Plan

• Banks required to prepare
recovery plans
• Identify options to restore
financial strength and viability
when it comes under severe
stress and triggers for
implementing the plan

Resolution Plan
• Resolution plans developed by
Resolution authorities
• Serve as a guide to BOJ and
JDIC to carry out an orderly
resolution if the Recovery Plans
have proven ineffective

• Institutions that are systemically
important should be subject to a
requirement for ongoing
resolution planning - FSB KA 11
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Table 1: Considerations for Establishing Special Insolvency Procedures for Banks
Provision
Companies Act / Insolvency Act
Insolvency Procedures for Banks
Objective
Rehabilitate debtor
Financial stability, minimize losses to Public
Purse (least cost resolution), depositor
confidence
Exception to objective
None
Systemic risk exemption, if threat to stability of
financial system
Pre-failure intervention
Voluntary / With negotiation
Involuntary / Statutory (prompt corrective
action and other statutory grounds)
Declaration of Insolvency
Creditor stays
Receiver / Liquidator

Debtor instituted / Major
creditors application to court
General, explicit and court
directed
Appointed by court / Appointed
by Supervisor of Insolvency

Supervisor of Banks/ Supervisory Committee
Explicit regulatory stay, less general in line with
public interest
Resolution Authority responsible for funding
should act as receiver / liquidator (JDIC on
recommendation of the MOF / Supervisory
Committee as per DIA)

Enhanced Intervention & Resolution Framework
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Table 1: Considerations for Establishing Special Insolvency Procedures for Banks
Provision

Companies Act / Insolvency Act

Insolvency Procedures for Banks

Supervisor of receiver

Court / Supervisor of Insolvency

Minister of Finance/Supervisory Committee

Structure of process

Judicial/ Partially Administrative

Primarily administrative

Deviations from priorities

Negotiated with stakeholders

Systemic risk

Legal standing of creditors

By statute

By statute consistent with selected resolution
options.

Creditor representation

Representative process

None

Creditor approval

Unanimous agreement

None

Enhanced Intervention & Resolution Framework
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Table 1: Considerations for Establishing Special Insolvency Procedures for Banks

Provision

Companies Act / Insolvency Act

Insolvency Procedures for Banks

Timeliness of commencement of
proceedings

Requires default event

Regulators can act preemptively

Finality of acts

Bankruptcy court

Judicial review and appeal

Ex ante

Legislation (with possibility of judicial
review in express circumstances)
Ex post (limited to financial redress)

Right to offset

Weak

Strong

Legal and administrative expenses

High

Lower

Shareholder interest

Subject to legislated priorities

Terminated. Settled at balance sheet
value after seizure.
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Highlights
of the
Jamaica Deposit Insurance
Corporation’s (JDIC)
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 JDIC was established August 1998 under the Deposit Insurance Act (DIA) and is

responsible for managing the Deposit Insurance Scheme (DIS/the Scheme);
protecting depositors; and contributing to financial system confidence and
stability.
 Approximately 113 explicit deposit insurance schemes globally, which includes four

CARICOM members - Barbados, Bahamas; Trinidad & Tobago and Jamaica.
 JDIC is one of the founding members of the International Association of Deposit

Insurers (IADI) established in 2002. IADI is a global standard setting body for
deposit insurance systems.

Highlights of the JDIC’s Business
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 JDIC manages a Deposit Insurance Fund (The Fund, DIF) with regard to the

administration of the Scheme
 The Fund is primarily made up of premiums collected from member institutions

(Policyholders) and investment income
 JDIC can borrow additional amounts for the Fund as required
 Fund balance end-March 2015 was $12.17 billion
 Fund Ratio i.e. Fund balance as a % of total insured deposits - approximately 4.5%

Highlights of the JDIC’s Business
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 The JDIC may:

DIA Section 5 (2)
 Make

enquiries of a Policyholder as to the conduct of its affairs
 Make recommendations to the Minister in respect of a
Policyholder which appears to be in financial distress
 Provide financial assistance to restructure/resolve
a failed
Policyholder
 Act
as receiver, liquidator, judicial manager, of any
Policyholder, or of its holding company or subsidiary which
becomes insolvent upon the approval of the Minister
DIA Section 18 (1)
 Reimburse

depositors of a failed Policyholder (liquidation) up to
the maximum coverage limit

Highlights of the JDIC’s Business
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 Coverage is $600,000 per depositor; per ownership category; per

Policyholder

 Number of deposit accounts in member institutions fully covered

under the Scheme - 96.8%

 Dollar value of accounts fully covered as a % of total insurable

deposits – 28.2%

 Average insurable deposit account balance is $146, 510
Note: Data obtained from JDIC’s Annual Survey
Policyholders as at Dec. 2014
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